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Who Is the Antichrist? 2015-03-01
who is the antichrist bible prophecy of the end time talks about this mysterious figure is he the one identified as
the man of sin and the false prophet or is there more to the story than that the answer is deeply personal and
forces christians to examine the very core of their relationship with jesus christ inside this booklet standing
against christ heresies denying jesus as god in the flesh a man who would make himself as god the coming
abomination of desolation jesus christ is coming as conquering king what the bible really says about antichrist
the ultimate antichrist stand strong with christ

The Papacy is the Antichrist 2015-03-10
the following demonstration is rested on no narrow basis its two postulates like two posterns admit us into the
edifice but they are not its foundations the whole economy of redemption and the whole course of history are
the broad substructions on which the argument is based and built up and the author humbly submits that it
cannot be overturned or the conclusion arrived at set aside without dislocating and shaking the structure of
both revelation and providence the same line of proof which establishes that christ is the promised messiah
conversely applied establishes that the roman system is the predicted apostacy in the life of christ we behold
the converse of what the antichrist must be and in the prophecy of the antichrist we are shown the converse of
what christ must be and was and when we place the papacy between the two and compare it with each we find
on the one hand that it is the perfect converse of christ as seen in his life and on the other that it is the perfect
image of the antichrist as shown in the prophecy if him we conclude therefore that if jesus of nazareth be the
christ the roman papacy is the antichrist



Is the Antichrist Alive and Well? 1998
in an age of widespread speculation often fanciful and distorted about the nature and hour of antichrist ed
hindson turnes to scripture to discover the truth about this master deceiver

The Age of the Antichrist 2000
ken action becomes a pawn of the antichrist as he tries to uncover truth only the power of god can rescue him
from the control of the enemy

Conquering the Antichrist Spirit 2009-07
this prophetic author with the gift of discerning of spirits focuses here on the antichrist spirit system and
structure this is not conjecture on the identity of the antichrist but specific antichrist strongholds she says have
infiltrated the thoughts and belief systems even of christians preventing them like the twelve tribes of israel
from entering their promised land

The Antichrist 2023-12-24
antichrist is an in depth study of the biblical texts on antichrist which aims to answer the question who or what
is the antichrist to answer this question pink traces the references to antichrist including the book of psalms the
gospels the epistles and revelation and constructs the profile of antichrist from the scriptures he doesn t
approach antichrist only as a person but also as an ideology that leads to a certain chain of deeds and events



yet in the first chapters of the book he rejects the idea that the roman papacy is the embodiment of antichrist
despite their persecution of christians in the middle ages in chapters three to seven he gives details on the
possible antichrist identity as he sees it based on the scripture chapter eight through seventeen demonstrate
how the theme of antichrist is displayed through the bible arthur walkington pink 1886 1952 is one of the most
influential evangelical authors in the second half of the twentieth century he was an english bible teacher who
sparked a renewed interest in the exposition of calvinism or reformed theology

Identifying the Antichrist 2020-03-24
and then shall that wicked be revealed 2 thessalonians 2 8 in his third book in a series that includes the timing
of the rapture and is the united states mentioned in bible prophecy with a treatise on the ezekiel 38 and psalm
83 wars paul wild addresses the incorrect views regarding the antichrist s origin and characteristics much of the
speculation regarding the identity of the pivotal person in end times prophecy has hinged more on identifying
powerful influential men who are perceived as evil rather than uncovering the subtle details of his persona paul
will identify his country of origin and his religious and cultural background provide details on his physical and
intellectual traits provide details on the timing of his arrival and speculation on his age at that time challenge
the focus on rome and europe as his seat of power and place the focus on the middle east settle the argument
on who magog is from the ezekiel 38 39 war narrative and how that war affects the rise and fall of modern
nations leading to his ascension show that the last three yearly feasts of israel set the pattern for the rapture of
the church the repentance of israel the ruination of the antichrist and the return of jesus this book is designed to
provide the tools for the body of christ to identify the wicked man before he emerges on the world scene in
order to prepare for the chaos that follows



The Pope is the Antichrist 1990
find out what mark hitchcock means when he says there is an antichrist alive today right now in this generation
easy to read and biblically solid hitchcock s fascinating resource illuminates what the bible says about the
antichrist and explains how the prophecies about him strikingly foreshadow today s events 1 the rise of the
european union 2 the peace process in israel 3 the rush toward globalization 4 the technology and desire for a
worldwide identification system 5 the movement to rebuild the temple in jerusalem

Is the Antichrist Alive Today? 2010-05-12
with the growing interest in the antichrist these days curiosity runs high for both christians and unbelievers with
good reason in books movies and even everyday conversation so many different ideas about who he is what he
will do and the timing of his arrival abound that it s difficult to separate biblical fact from human speculation
bestselling bible prophecy expert mark hitchcock looks to the one source readers can trust the bible and
answers questions such as where will the antichrist come from when will he appear on earth s stage what is the
significance of the number 666 how will he rise to power and what will finally happen to him will we know who
he is before the rapture happens using a friendly question and answer format mark takes readers on a
fascinating tour of all the bible s key passages about the antichrist and shares how this information applies to
their lives today

Who Is the Antichrist? 2011-08-01
one of the great mysteries of our time is the question regarding the antichrist is there one has there already
been one is he to appear at some future date this book goes into specific detail to help solve these long



standing questions at the moment many antichrists exist as there have been many antichrists throughout
history many deceivers and blasphemers have presented themselves as jesus and in most cases those actions
have resulted in heartaches or major disasters the antichrist is not someone who is against christ the real
meaning of antichrist is someone claiming to be or taking the place of christ the antichrist most dangerous to
the world is the one described in the books of daniel and revelation although associated with revelation the
word antichrist is never mentioned in revelation revelation describes this person as the beast the exact time the
antichrist or the beast arrives is clearly explained in revelation not the exact date but the exact event he doesn
t just arrive out of nowhere he s appointed at a certain time by satan at that time satan will give the beast his
great power to deceive blaspheme and make war with the saints this book also explains the characteristics and
activities of dajjal and the mahdi these are the muslim counterparts to the antichrist and the messiah this
presents a clear picture of events happening throughout the world as we await the arrival of the antichrist

Who is the "Antichrist?" 1878
what if the commonly held beliefs concerning the antichrist are mistaken the antichrist and the second coming
looks at the antichrist and the second advent of christ from a preterist i e past fulfillment perspective and
provides a unified interpretation of the little horn the prince to come the king of the north the man of
lawlessness and the beast this is the second in a two volume set on the antichrist it focuses on the book of
revelation this edition stands on its own and is recommended reading even if you have not read the first volume
which focuses on daniel and 2 thessalonians mckenzie shows how the antichrist was ultimately a spiritual ruler
from the abyss rev 11 7 that worked through titus in his three and a half year destruction of the jewish nation ad
67 70 cf dan 9 26 this spirit of antichrist was about to come out of the abyss in the first century rev 17 8 nasb
and was destroyed by the second advent of jesus in ad 70 a spiritual event continue reading to see how
mckenzie convincingly makes the biblical case for this fascinating and controversial position and what it means



for us today dr duncan mckenzie is a licensed psychologist ph d in psychology who lives in los angeles california
he has been studying bible prophecy for the past twenty five years and has been researching and writing this
two volume set for the last twelve years

Who Is the Antichrist 2014-10-17
who is the antichrist a well illustrated book about the rapture tribulation and the judgment at the end of the
world this book answers numerous theories on the antichrist the terrible beast the evil one the lawless one the
little horn the man of sin the son of hell the master imitator the mysterious master of evil the global worship of
the antichrist and 666 this book is based on the holy bible focusing on the book of daniel first and second
thessalonians and the book of revelation explaining the conflict between god and satan and contrast between
jesus christ and antichrist the world is about to face the final and the worst tribulation soon history is not
random and the future is not meaningless good and evil will be rewarded justice will be accomplished as the
second coming of christ the messiah the prince of the covenant our lord and savior will be personal visible and
glorious this book will definitely equip you with the great valuable knowledge and insights of the antichrist along
with the biblically sound answers to the question who is the antichrist

The Antichrist and the Second Coming 2012-04
the most important new testament prophecy is also the most neglected and the least understood despite our
lord s command to know and understand it see matthew 24 15 the abomination standing in the holy place
launches the tribulation such as never was bringing a worldwide calvary that threatens to annihilate the
christian church this scenario is also discussed by paul the apostle in 2 thessalonians 2 under the title of the
man of sin the antichrist who sits in the temple of god at present restrained by the mysterious hinderer this



book is written for the layperson longing to know what the bible actually teaches about the future and what will
happen at the end of time in it dr ford describes antichrist s nature and work and clarifies the gospel of
justification by faith that antichrist seeks to destroy

Is the Antichrist at Hand? 1927
this non fiction book reveals the name and current location of the beast whose name equates to 666 as
prophecied in the judeo christian bible although it is a misnomer many call this beast the antichrist this book
shows the reader the various parts of the bible that when taken together clearly identify the antichrist

Who is the Antichrist? 1972
history established the pattern through world floods egyptian plagues tribulations of all kinds god leads his
people through life s disasters not around them first the antichrist rejects the pretribulation rapture scenario
that god will open an escape route so christians will be spared persecution rather in a complex chain of events
christ will gather the church out of the world only after seven years of intense suffering when christ returns to
rule in this close study of church history and debated bible texts bob gundry shows that the pretribulation
rapture is a recent innovation it is wishful thinking that came to grab the pre millennial spotlight but serious
scholars are backing away it just doesn t accord with what the bible says in first the antichrist gundry lays out a
more biblical and accurate picture first the antichrist is a much needed contribution to apocryphal and pre
millennial prophecy studies midwest book review



Who is the Antichrist? 2021-04-29
despite the popular theology of our day christians should not expect to get out of experiencing the tribulation or
the end times nowhere in the bible does the lord promise us this say michael brown and craig keener two
leading acclaimed bible scholars in fact they say jesus promises us tribulation in this world yet this is no reason
to fear in this fascinating accessible and personal book brown and keener walk you through what the bible really
says about the rapture the tribulation and the end times what they find will leave you full of hope god s wrath is
not poured out on his people and he will shield us from it as he shielded israel in egypt during the ten plagues
so instead of taking comfort in what god hasn t promised take comfort in the words of jesus he has overcome
the world and we live in his victory

The Coming Worldwide Calvary 2009
paul the antichrist when a christian hears this statement they will immediately respond who in their right mind
could ever think such a terrible thing of st paul through our history many have questioned the writings of st paul
and questioned his authority to speak for jesus seeing how he never met him or heard him teach what
distinguishes jesus teaching is that he taught and practiced the jewish torah and taught his disciples about a
narrow road and a narrow gate that very few would find in order to have eternal life by denying themselves and
taking up their cross and following him in contrast paul taught his gentile disciples that the torah was abolished
by jesus and that broad was the road and wide was the gate that led to salvation and many would enter and be
saved by following him paul we are confronted here with two distinct gospels one that the apostles of jesus
received directly from him and another new gospel that paul claims to have received by a private revelation
from jesus himself one the gospel of grace which today many people believe and many follow and the other the
gospel of the kingdom which very few have received and have followed



Antichrist Name and Current Location Revealed 2018-02-09
the contents of this book were first given out by the author at bible conferences and then appeared in their
present form in studies in the scriptures as the subject of them is of such importance to students of prophecy
and as so little has been published thereon we have deemed it advisable to issue them complete in book form
so far as the writer is aware only two or three comparatively brief booklets and essays have appeared on this
particular theme though to their contents we are indebted for a number of helpful suggestions our aim has been
to present as comprehensive an outline as our space would allow much of what we have advanced will no doubt
be new to the great majority of our readers frequently we have been obliged to deviate from the interpretations
of those who have gone before us nevertheless we have sought to give clear proof texts for everything
advanced and we would respectfully urge the reader to examine them diligently and impartially the subject is
unspeakably solemn and before each chapter was commenced we lifted up our heart to god that we might write
with his fear upon us to speculate about any of the truths of holy writ is the height of irreverence better far to
humbly acknowledge our ignorance when god has not made known his mind to us only in his light do we see
light secret things belong unto the lord but the things which are revealed in scripture belong unto us and to our
children therefore it is our bounden duty as well as holy privilege to search carefully and prayerfully into what
god has been pleased to tell us upon this as upon all other subjects of inspiration fully conscious are we that we
have in no wise exhausted the subject as the time of the manifestation of the man of sin draws near god may be
pleased to vouchsafe a fuller and better understanding of those parts of his word which make known the things
which must shortly come to pass that others may be led to make a more thorough inquiry for themselves is our
earnest hope and that god may be pleased to use this work to stimulate to this end is our prayer may he deign
to use to his glory whatever in this book is in harmony with his word and cause to fall to the ground whatever in
it is displeasing to him arthur w pink



First the Antichrist 1996-06-01
aliens and the antichrist is a riveting prophetic bible commentary highlighting over seven hundred scriptures
documenting the existence relevance and significance of extraterrestrial life while unfolding the enigma of
extraterrestrial life learn the facts about the fall of lucifer and his angelic kingdom that once existed on earth
before adam and eve the rapture of the church the rise and fall of the antichrist the second coming of christ and
the millennial reign of christ the nephilim human angel hybrids of genesis 6 and their relationship with the
antichrist the realms of heaven and hell and the origin of dinosaurs cro magnon and neanderthal numerous
other topics are also touched upon such as civilizations on mars and elsewhere in the universe the unique topic
of cosmic salvation the existence of atlantis psychic abilities astral projection the existence of ghosts artificial
intelligence and more we of earth are on the verge of the conclusion of an ancient war amid countless beings of
unfathomable power a war that has spanned across the eons across innumerable galaxies across dimensions
and it s all coming to an end on this little planet soon the world will know that aliens are real but the truth about
their existence is only the beginning for those interested in receiving the full revelation from the bible about
who they are where they come from why they come and what they want this is the book to read

Not Afraid of the Antichrist 2019-03-19
nearly all evangelical christians have learned of the antichrist he horrifies mystifies and fills us with dread the
antichrist is jesus christ s nemesis and the world dictator who the bible forecasts arrives into his position and
ushers in the tribulation the antichrist s dictatorship provides the atmosphere of life during the earth s final
years every generation of christians have talked about the antichrist jesus taught of him and the apostles
mentioned him in their books jesus s teachings on the antichrist also mystified the church fathers they
discussed the antichrist in detail there are many questions that have been asked about the antichrist the



antichrist of revelation provides the answers exposes the myths and reveals the most complete depiction of the
antichrist found in any volume

Paul The Antichrist 2013
the seat of the antichrist bible prophecy and the european union identifies the european union as the final world
empire and explains what bible prophecy predicts will occur in the end times the reader discovers the
relationship between bible prophecy the european union and today s current affairs the seat of the antichrist
details the european union s history and institutional structure and shows how it aligns with bible prophecy bible
prophecy comprises one third of the bible the bible s last book the revelation predicts the events leading to the
end of the world it provides the details for the tribulation which occur during a seven year period of wars
plagues earthquakes and calamities which end in the battle of armageddon part of the earth s judgments
happen through a leader who rises to power from the final world empire predicted in bible prophecy evangelical
christians customarily refer to this leader as the antichrist the seat of the antichrist is the first book dealing with
bible prophecy which shows prophecy s relation in the present geopolitical framework and in doing so dismisses
end time conspiracy theories which bible prophecy works often rely on no book dealing with bible prophecy
provides such in depth analysis and extensive research as the seat of the antichrist bible prophecy and the
european union which presents the reader with a gripping riveting expose

The Antichrist 2015-04-22
is the world listening for 175 years heaven has been sending warnings to the world of the consequences for
turning our backs on god are we heeding those warnings or ignoring them confident to obstinately push aside
the hand of god to grab instead the deceptive hand of human progress 1846 la salette france rome will lose the



faith and become the seat of the antichrist 1917 fatima portugal if my requests are heeded russia will be
converted and there will be peace if not she will spread her errors throughout the world causing wars and
persecutions of the church the good will be martyred the holy father will have much to suffer various nations will
be annihilated in the end my immaculate heart will triumph the holy father will consecrate russia to me and she
shall be converted and a period of peace will be granted to the world written in the form of a story the antichrist
is here incredibly reveals the actual identity of the antichrist and explains how he will wreck havoc on god s
children it follows the lives of two sisters who find an obscure journal while on vacation with their family that
takes them on a journey of discovery leading them unexpectedly face to face with the one the book of
revelation refers to as the beast

Aliens and the Antichrist 2006-09
for the mystery of lawlessness is already at work 2 thessalonians 2 7 france by the revolution of 1789 began to
spread the principles of that anarchy out of which antichrist will arise g h pember according to the bible human
government upon the earth will consummate in the reign of the antichrist who will be the man of lawlessness 2
thess 2 3 even today the way is being prepared for this evil leader by means of the mystery of lawlessness
which is already at work to corrupt society 2 thess 2 7 this book considers the root causes of this corruption and
god s response from the preface so much of the spiritual struggle today is being played out in the political realm
to summarize what we will cover in this volume at the very beginning of the bible in genesis 1 11 we see the
principles god laid down for the existence of a healthy society on the earth these include a belief in god and his
word recognizing that god created mankind in a special way that he created him male and female and others as
well we shall refer to these principles as the basic laws within western civilization these basic laws have at satan
s instigation been under assault by the left ever since the french enlightenment and french revolution of the
1800s this truly is a rebellion against god in fact it is the apostasy the apostle paul warned us of almost 2 000



years ago which is now creating the conditions of lawlessness and anarchy in society that will prepare the way
for the coming of the antichrist 2 thess 2 3 again no christian should have anything to do with that from the
introduction the left in america today traces its ideological origins not to the american revolution but to the
french revolution and to the french enlightenment that was the catalyst for that epochal event in particular its
worldview is based upon the rejection of the bible as the revealed word of god and of the biblical norms for
guiding society that was promulgated during the french enlightenment the result of such a rejection is
necessarily lawlessness and so the wide acceptance in america of such an ideology has produced much of the
chaos we currently see erupting in our society furthermore this same principle of lawlessness is now working
throughout the world to prepare the way for the coming of the antichrist contents preface introduction part one
the kings of the earth take their stand 1 what is lawlessness 2 the law within our god created nature 3 the law
without three classes of people 4 the basic laws 5 the mystery of lawlessness 6 the apostasy begins the
enlightenment 7 the enlightenment view of man 8 the fall all over again 9 the apostasy breaks out the french
revolution 10 a different revolution 11 a different witness 12 the fulfillment of a great prophecy 13 denying
christ replacing god 14 the one who will change the laws 15 the spirit of leftism 16 the left and the basic laws
part two he who sits in the heavens 17 warnings from the bible 18 where will america be 19 where will you be
20 god s response establishing his kingdom epilogue part three appendices giving thanks to god three levels of
ruling the days of our lives some thoughts on the bible a prayer for our time as commander of the army of the
lord i have now come end matter scripture index works cited end notes note pages

Who Or what is the Antichrist? 2008
what you need to know about the antichrist people talk often about the coming of jesus but once christ has
come for his church the bible says the antichrist will be revealed to the world in one split second this man of
lawlessness will come out of hiding and will go public the reign of this individual will bring rot



The Antichrist of Revelation 2013-09-16
the system of antichrist examines the present religious and cultural scene from the standpoint of traditional
metaphysics and critiques the new age spiritualities within their postmodern context its many references to
rene guenon and frithjof schuon also help introduce these important but little known traditionalist thinkers the
book presents lore relating to the latter days of the present cycle from the vantage point of comparative religion
drawing upon relevant doctrines from buddhism hinduism judaism christianity islam zoroastrianism and the
native american traditions it also speculates upon the social psychic and spiritual nature of that being known to
christianity judaism and islam as the antichrist presenting him as both an individual and a system and warning
those willing to be warned against the spiritual seduction and terror he represents and against the regime which
will be and is the social expression of that seduction and that terror finally in tracing the roots of antichrist in the
fallen nature of man the author sketches the particular quality of spirituality proper to apocalyptic times the
dangers it faces the unique opportunities open to it and along the way he describes his own course from the
spiritual revolution of the 1960s through the world of new age spiritualities to the threshold of traditional
esoterism and metaphysics as he says speaking of the angst that characterizes the modern world the specific
medicine for the shock of despair is the deeper shock of meaning nothing but the weight of eternity breaking
through the thin brittle shell of the postmodern sky can set us on our feet

Who Is the Antichrist? 2015-02-05
advent of the antichrist offers a thorough explanation of nostradamus s famous 1999 king of terror quatrain
based on this quatrain august 11 1999 is an important date in history on that day a total solar eclipse took place
over europe according to nostradamus it was also the date for the coming of the antichrist for he will be an
eighth king revelation 17 11 he is the eleventh horn daniel 7 8 and his number is 666 revelation 13 18 author k l



brady makes the argument that this is the eleventh hour beginning with this date on a doomsday clock history
will record that the advent of the antichrist coincided with the advent of the twenty first century nostradamus
writes of a great king whose war will give rise to another great king to come who are these great kings advent
of the antichrist presents a new revelation that chronicles the birth and rise to power of the one who will head
up an army and conquer the world it also provides a clear explanation of the events behind the symbolic
imagery and the biblical passages concerning the coming apocalypse it is the time to warn and prepare yourself
and those around you for what could take place the clock is ticking toward a time of darkness and light such as
the world has never seen before

The Seat of the Antichrist 2010-02-15
this book has come about as the result of an intense and careful study of god s word on the subject of the
antichrist hopefully your mind will be enlightened as you read this book and study god s word study to shew
thyself approved unto god a workman that needeth not to be ashamed rightly dividing the word of truth ii
timothy 2 15 christ taught his followers to clearly interpret the signs of the time in order that they could be
faithful and stand strong when difficult times arise in this easy to read yet thorough explanation of god s
teaching about the antichrist important questions like the ones listed below will be answered is the antichrist
alive somewhere in the world today do any bible prophecies need to be fulfilled before the antichrist appears on
earth will the antichrist be a gentile a jew or a muslim this book will help you discover how the antichrist will fit
into the bible s scenario of end time events even in those crucial days god s people can remain confident and
secure in him and his promises



The Antichrist Is Here 2015-08-25
daniel revisited makes the case that the ancient book of daniel reveals four specific events to occur in the
middle east in the end times prior to the tribulation this new look at old assumptions about prophecy and plain
reading of scripture combines a comprehensive study of relevant history with the fresh perspective of today s
current events not only does it show that the antichrist will be muslim it also identifies four events the author
calls signposts which will occur in a series leading right up to the tribulation the first event involving iraq has
already occurred the second of the four events will be the invasion of the whole middle east by iran the fourth
event will witness the antichrist s emergence

Lawlessness, the Left, and the Antichrist 2021-06-06
the story you are about to read is told from the perspective of julien a young journalist in close proximity to a
person the bible calls the beast julien will give us a window into the character of the antichrist and how our last
days could unfold according to scripture s ultimate plot this imagined prophetic narrative will also reveal how
this coming prince may alter reality and impact humankind and eventually transform into the most malevolent
human in history but what can be known about this man what does the bible actually say about this nefarious
individual how close are we to his unveiling more than a suspenseful mystery however this speculative account
will arouse your prophetic curiosity whetting your appetite for more information more solid biblical food on the
subject and you ll find that in the last section of the book your imagination and curiosity will soar in this raw
rugged often shocking account of the rise of the antichrist he is real my friend and he is coming



The Coming of the Antichrist Study Guide 2021-03-01
who is the antichrist a well illustrated book about the rapture tribulation and the judgment at the end of the
world this book answers numerous theories on the antichrist the terrible beast the evil one the lawless one the
little horn the man of sin the son of hell the master imitator the mysterious master of evil the global worship of
the antichrist and 666 this book is based on the holy bible focusing on the book of daniel first and second
thessalonians and the book of revelation explaining the conflict between god and satan and contrast between
jesus christ and antichrist the world is about to face the final and the worst tribulation soon history is not
random and the future is not meaningless good and evil will be rewarded justice will be accomplished as the
second coming of christ the messiah the prince of the covenant our lord and savior will be personal visible and
glorious this book will definitely equip you with the great valuable knowledge and insights of the antichrist along
with the biblically sound answers to the question who is the antichrist

The System of Antichrist 2005
it is not an easy task for an ant to challenge an elephant without being trampled down nevertheless this is the
precise thing this book has done with the help of the holy spirit it has bypassed academic works delving into the
spiritual realm in order to marry scripture with regard to the identification of the beast of revelation thirteen god
in his mercy has revealed to humankind his purpose for the world by speaking through dreams and vision this
book therefore attempts to marry the spiritual with the physical by considering the whole counsel of god as
revealed in the book of revelation doubtlessly the three visions are the same uniting the events in both the
spiritual and physical realm since god is sovereign over all things in the world he created the book also
considers the reign of the antichrist and that of the beast of revelation in order to isolate their reign these things
have been written in the spiritual realm and must find its fulfilment in the physical



Advent of the Antichrist 2011-11-10
the antichrist is real who or what is the antichrist the answer to this question may be shocking using the bible
that question will be addressed definitively the safety and security of all people are in the balance armageddon
is approaching what will it be like what will the world be like after armageddon bible answers are given

Unveiling the Antichrist 2017-06-30
the book the antichrist revealed in revelation 12 has been written as a teaching syllabus to inform mankind
about a certain spirit being enemy this spirit being enemy has caused catastrophic events upon the earth and
mankind for eons the history of this spirit being enemy is written in the book called the bible most people think
of the bible as a fairy tale but it is the accurate account of all spirit beings in the universe god the angels and
man are all spirit beings god the creator created the angels and man in his spirit image in the beginning the god
of heaven created the heaven and the earth with all their spirit beings lucifer is a created being who lived in
heaven as an archangel scripture passages of the bible reveal that the angel lucifer a servant of the god of
heaven was assigned as a covering for the spirit beings of mankind upon the earth during the course of his duty
upon the earth lucifer desired a lifestyle outside the realm of the kingdom of god for himself and fulfilled it by
way of trafficking trafficking became the sin of lucifer s downfall from the status of an angel created perfectly in
his ways by god to an angel full of iniquity rebellion and violence which lead to his outcast from heaven to the
earth lucifer uses his state of iniquity rebellion and violence to wreak havoc upon mankind with the intent to
annihilate the man from the face of the earth by any means possible the god of heaven has revealed lucifer to
be the great dragon the serpent called the devil and satan satan means adversary or enemy lucifer made
himself an enemy to his creator the god of heaven during the short time that the god of heaven has given the
man to redeem himself through his christ lucifer aka satan will take this opportunity to deceive the whole world



man must redeem himself from lucifer because lucifer usurped control over the earth and adam s posterity in
the garden of eden to cause his iniquity rebellion and violence to prosper through the man the creation of man
began in iraq in the garden of eden genesis 2 7 14 lucifer rules the earth and man from the invisible spirit realm
and has set up his spiritual headquarters over the media persian nations isaiah 14 13 14 psalm 48 2 lucifer aka
satan the destroyer in the kingdom of god is the savior of mankind and the man of god lucifer will bring upon
the earth his fourth catastrophe the tribulation war of the seals that will be certainly located in the media
persian nations lucifer will be fighting against the eviction from the earth realm and using men as arsenals of
warfare for their own destruction the stage for the tribulation war is being set imminently this war will bring
destruction and desolation to all nations upon the earth the events of this catastrophe have been outlined from
beginning to end in the scriptures lucifer has been sentenced in the past as the destroyer of the earth and
mankind by the god of heaven for his iniquities rebellions and violence the book the antichrist revealed in
revelation 12 puts this generation of the world in the know about their foretold present and future upon the
earth the prophecies of god or foretold present and future upon the earth the prophecies of god or foretold
messages of god were sent to mankind through the prophets to reveal the endtime for all nations

Daniel Revisited 2016-01-26
in the islamic antichrist richardson exposes western readers to the traditions of islam and predicts that the end
times may not be far away his book will stun readers unaware of the similarities between the antichrisst and the
islamic jesus his research on the relationship between christian end time prophecy and islamic expectations of
world domination will shock readers and shape the debate over radical islam for years to come this is the book
to read to understand islam s potential role in fulfilling the prophecies of the bible page 2 of cover
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